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Disclaimer



Why I am talking about this?



The best of Auth0 and 

Keycloak combined.  

Built for a serverless era.



Question

How to deploy globally without breaking 

the bank?



Kubernetes?!

+ Great Tool & High Maturity

+ Many, many, many, … options

o “Serverless” Kubernetes feels strange

- High Base Cost per PoP

- Slow(ish) scaling per Cluster



Serverless, a classification (attempt)





Function as a Service (FaaS)

● Small composable unit

● Tricky shared context 

problems

● Strict language 

requirements

● Scale to 0 easy

● No Parallelism

Container as a Service 
(CaaS)

● Composable unit

● Run any language

● Parallelism support

● Scale to 0 easy● Explicit language support 

needed (debatable)

● Parallelism support

● Typical slower scaling

● Scale to 0 tricky

Platform as a Service (PaaS)



The fuzz



Elasticity

Scale to 0

Pay as you go

Edge Locations

Scalability

Easy Ops / No Ops

Observability

Low Capex





Some of the “Serverless” Offerings



FaaS CaaS

PaaS



Why Serverless Containers

+ K8s cross compatibility

+ Fast Scaling

+ Low Base Price

- Some strange things (more later)



Challenges





Fun with Load Balancing



First up, M$















How about Google?







How about AWS?





Unique IDs



If you use the “machine” to create 

unique IDs be aware!

- Hostnames are not reliable

- IPs Address are not reliable

+ Metadata server can be called to discover

o Runtime contract may be close to Knative





Pricing





Keep an eye on the price

- Sometimes strange pricing ideas

+ Pay what you use/request

o burning infrastructure is discouraged

o setup budgets and rate limits!!



Cold Start Times





Mind the cold start

- Container Startup (100-1000ms)

- If you do startup verification this 

can hurt >10000ms

+ Still makes a fast(er) scaling



Networking (extended)



Fancy Networking 

does cost

- VPC Interconnect option

- Outbound NAT Gateway

- Content Delivery

- Web Application Firewall







Conclusion



Conclusion

Serverless is great for Geo Distributed 

and Bursty workloads as well as 

Developers.

Otherwise: Pick your poison
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